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Topicality 
of 
trust

“Placing the concept of trust at 
the centre of translation history” 
(Rizzi, Lang & Pym, 2019)

“Changing space means also 
changing the kind of authority we 
can trust” (Vitali-Rosati, 2018)

Mistrust and recklessness presiding 
over the birth of machine 
translation (Poibeau 2019)



Focus and methodology 
´ Embedded machine translation and 

language processing tools: 

Google translate, DeepL, 

Grammarly, 

Alexa, Siri, 

Netflix, Prime Video

Facebook….

´ Yves Citton (Médiarchies 2017): 

media archeology



Machine translation spreading



Characteristics of 
digital space
´ “Devices, digital platforms, tools, 

networks, and protocols simultaneously 
provide the context of the content and 
act as the elements that structure this 
content” (Vitali Rosati 66)

´ Navigation

´ Metrics

´ Invisible mediation



Risk management 

´Free from errors  ? 
´Free from 

accountability ?



Data economy

´US$ 138 bn (2020)
´Compound 

annual growth 
rate : 10- 25% from 
2020 to 2028

´Business insights, 
internet of things



The economics of attention 

´ Immediacy 

´ Personalization

´ Interpretation

´ Authenticity 

´ Accessibility

´ Embodiment 

´ Patronage

´ Findability   (Kelly 2008)



Prompts and nudges

´ Alexa Prompts

Just say “Help!” to ask for help on 
how to interact with the skill.

Example:
- "Alexa open Translated" then
"How do you say how are you in 
Italian?"
- “Alexa, ask Translated how do 
you say how are you in 
Japanese”



Unnoticed

´ When you use Siri and Dictation, the things you say and 
dictate will be sent to Apple to process your requests. In 
addition to these audio recordings, your device will send
other Siri Data, such as:

´ • Contact names, nicknames, and relationships (for example, 
“my dad”), if you set them up in your contacts

´ • Music and podcasts you enjoy

´ • Names of your and your Family Sharing members’ devices

´ • Names of accessories, homes, scenes, and members of a 
shared home in the Home app

´ • Labels for items, such as people names in Photos, Alarm
names, and names of Reminders lists

´ • Names of apps installed on your device and shortcuts you
added through Siri

´ Your requests are associated with a random identifier, not 
your Apple ID.

´ Location, third-party apps

´ The “Don’t show potentially 
inappropriate words” setting in 
YouTube Studio will replace potentially 
inappropriate words with an open 
bracket, two underscores, and a 
closed bracket “[ __ ]” by default in 
automatic captions. This setting 
doesn’t affect any audio tracks or 
manually edited captions, and is 
intended to help prevent potentially 
inappropriate words mistakenly 
appearing in automatic captions. It 
also doesn’t affect your video’s 
monetization status.



Unnoticed 



Trust as a social emotion (Rizzi et al. 
2019)

Trust as a mechanism to reduce 
complexity (Luhman 1968)

Trust as the definition of authority 
(Vitali-Rosati 2018)

Trust as an alignment of 
expectations

TRUST     
has little 
to do 
with
TRUTH



Oversight needed

´ Keeping track
´ Building awareness



Oversight needed

´ Digital linguistic rights

´ “Défenseur des langues”
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